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Preface

“So what are you going to study?”
“Interactive Media: Critical Theory and Practice”
“And what exactly will you be doing there?”
“Hmm. . . I don’t really know how to put it.”

This is exactly how most conversations went from the moment I got
accepted to Goldsmiths until I left Mexico. This document will be an at-
tempt to give a proper answer to everyone who asked, especially myself.
Furthermore, it is an attempt to document and understand my process and
journey in this course through the eyes of several different projects I under-
took during the last term.

Since I come from a very unusual background for a Cultural Studies kind
of program, and have always been taught to never go unprepared into any
situation, I came to London having read a few books on relevant topics
such as Rosi Braidotti’s The Posthuman and Lev Manovich’s Software Takes
Command, books which I did not fully understand.

1 Coal and the hammer - 29.09

Coal is a medium.
What is the role of media? What is media?
Grey media. A Post-It note is gray media.
Elements of control
Power relationships
The whole process is important, the production line and the implications of
it. Coal engine to power a computer and human lungs “breathing.”
I learn we are going to use Python for the course and take up the Codecademy
Python course.
The hammer is human, human is the hammer.
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2 A Trip Down Command Lane - 06.10

I had used Linux a while ago but never found much use for it so I gradually
left it behind. It was nice to use it again. For the first assignment I did
a simple program to parse a YouTube video and piping it directly into a
video ASCII player, first black and white and then colour. Had quite a
few problems with configurations and versions of youtube-dl: the one in
the aptitude repositories is not up to date; I had to use pip instead of apt-
get. Everything is still a bit of a blob and blur; not really clear as to where
everything is going. I’m helping everyone with coding skills, although
I’m not particularly successful. We tried the Python Coursera, but it never
hooked me. I loved his tattoos. Videos way too long and unnecessarily so,
he wastes a lot of time with side stories and it is distracting from actual
coding. I like the Codecademy one better but get easily bored. I’m not good
at acquiring “practical” knowledge for the sake of it; I need a project to
apply it.

(a) Black & White (b) Colour

Figure 1: YouTube to ASCII: Wrecking Ball - Miley Cyrus

3 Agents and Models - 13.10

We now move to agent-based modelling. It was immediately interesting
to me because I fondly remember it from my undergraduate program. We
coded a lot of things back then, including a segregation model. I tried very
hard to understand the different ways we looked at this kind of model in
this course as to how I understood it when I was learning it from an artificial
intelligence point of view. It was very non-reflexive back then, as if the
technology were absolute. Not really a question of the social implications
of designing and using those models but those models as truth-bearing
prophets that gave us a completely different understanding of the world:
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the premise was that how a single individual behaves is simple enough
to understand and it is the interactions which cause the most problems,
therefore with this kind of tool we can understand these interactions since
they “occur by themselves” within the program, as if we had no bearing in it.
My final project for that course was an emulation of a learning environment
where I modelled a classroom with randomly-skilled students. In a nutshell,
my model proved that regardless of the teacher, the performance of the
group depended almost solely on how good students the group had and
talking to some teachers, they agreed on the observation. I understand
now that although this models can provide some amount of insight into
certain situations, they present a great danger since they can become self-
fulfilling prophecies and perpetuators of inadequate situations when they
are employed in the making of political decisions, as the segregation models.
Talking of which, I found this very nice webpage of a video blogger who
explains maths in short videos, ViHeart, where she explains segregation
with cute little triangles and squares1.

Figure 2: Geometrical Segregation

Graham suspected that I lacked a challenge at this point. Therefore, he
offered me the opportunity to work with Si in translating Text-To-Net from
Perl to Python. I am very glad that he did. This was the perfect environ-
ment for me to truly learn Python, after all, I was already bored with this
Codecademy course, although it did provide some useful tools for this
translation. I usually work in sprints and this was no exception. I completed
the translation in under a week, spending more than 12 hours a day in the
lab, including Saturday and Sunday. More than programming languages,

1http://ncase.me/polygons/
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I learned a bit about myself while working on this project. Things finally
started coming together, if only on the background. Software studies came
into play as well. Thus far, I had done most of my programming with
Java “the most boring programming language” according to Graham. I
learned programming with this language and it made a lot of sense for us,
as mathematicians, to do so. It is very structured, it requires that you tell
it everything in a very clearly defined way and there is almost no place for
fooling around with it; it could be described as the complete opposite of
Perl. The first time I read the Perl code for the text-to-net project I almost
banged my head against a wall, it made no sense to me, everything was all
over the place and when I looked for documentation online or in forums, I
found as many ways of doing the same thing as there are Perl programmers.
Python is more or less in-between. It says a lot about the way I perceive and
structure things the fact that I find Java so comforting and Perl so annoying,
I have always been in environment where everything is clearly defined before
I even begin to tackle a problem. That is exactly how Java works, you have
to instantiate everything, declare each and every variable beforehand and,
if you do not, it is seen as “bad manners”. But this structure, and I learned
this in this course, comes at a price: it only allows for things to be built in a
certain way which, in turn, allows for only a specific type of program and
application that when used by people forces upon them a specific kind of
behaviour. It is no different with Perl, in the sense that when a program is
done and someone uses it, it forces only certain types of interactions but it
allows more freedom during the design process which results in much more
differentiated applications and thus various different ways to affect society.

We killed a computer this week and listened to it die. It was a very in-
teresting exercise where I could relate the ideas of materiality in technology
by considering it, the computer, a thing that lives and dies through technol-
ogy. You could listen to its systems shutting down until it no longer could
move. This definitely made me rethink my relationship with technology
and was the first moment that I understood the computer as a technical
object in Simondon‘s sense.
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(a) Perl (b) Python

Figure 3: Text-to-email code

4 Fork You! - 20.10

I had always had curiosity regarding hacking and things of the sort but I
never really got into it, never explored it. The first thing we did this time
was to run a fork bomb in our computers making them completely useless
and in need of a hard reset. This is the first thing we were taught that day:
don‘t just run any program you find without first understanding what it
really does. It was also a matter of realising how easy it is to turn a computer
into a bunch of useless plastic and metal. Things scaled pretty quickly and
we were asked to bring down the server that hosts YoHa’s web page via
a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. How this works, and why
it can bring a server down rather quickly, is by sending http requests to a
page via port 80. With every request, the page allocates certain memory
space to remember that connection after the handshake and then exchange
information. If you do enough requests in quick succession, the server‘s
memory will be overloaded an it will be rendered useless. It was a fun
experiment to watch the web page suddenly being unreachable, and this is
really the only indication that you get that the attack has been successful,
but the most interesting part of all of if for me was the fact that it was so easy
to do, that with no more that three lines of code you can bring down a server,
you could even need only one line if you are using the shell : (): | : &; : and
yet it is illegal to do. The notion of legality came into play and it also made
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me reflect on how new technologies force us to develop new laws for their
regulations maybe in a way of setting some ground rules for things that are
very new and, especially with things like programming where it is relatively
easy to come up with not-so-legal ideas and it is almost only by trial and
error that accurate regulations can be developed.

This was also the week I first properly read Foucault, and was very pleased
with myself for doing so. There had been, and still is, a lot of discussion
around Foucault and his notions of power so I thought that I would give it
a go. At the same time, we read an essay in software studies from a former
artificial intelligence researcher who turned to more philosophical rather
than practical questions and in this essay he mentioned that Archaeology of
Knowledge (Foucault 1982) had been a helpful book to make the transition
from the extremely structured mathematical world into the more multi-
faceted realm of philosophy. So I ventured into the reading and he discusses
how power relationships have filtered in the way language has evolved
through political, social, economical, scientific discourse. I have the feeling,
however, that I have to read much more of his work because of the huge
influence it has.

5 Wikileaks - 27.10

Databases were the topic for this week and it was once more a confronta-
tion of the old and the new, the scientific thought and the cultural studies
approach. I had a couple of courses on database design while doing my
undergraduate studies but, of course, the focus was completely different to
the one in the lab. For the programmer in me, designing a database revolves
around the concrete questions you want to be able to ask a certain set of
information. For example, if you want a database of teachers, students and
classrooms, you just needed your design to be able to answer which teacher
teaches which course in which classroom and which student is taking the
course. The information you would have on each, the teacher, the student
and even the classroom would be given to you by “the client” and there was
no more thought given to it. It is diametric position when compared to the
one adopted in this course. We focused firstly on the relational databases as
an information model and how using this paradigm you are only permitted
to present data in a very specific way, and that is the first thing to consider
when analysing databases. The second important thing we took into con-
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sideration was how the relationships in this relational database model were
defined and thus how we can deduct from the structure of the database itself
the power relationships that are in play; this is structure is just as important,
if not more so, than the information itself that the database holds. It opened
a completely new way of thinking about software as a whole, for me. It
may be because I come from this mathematical and programming point of
view which is naive and oblivious to the social and political implications
that a model, especially a model designed to structure data, can carry within.

To get hands-on experience in power-relationship imbued databases we got
a dump of the War Diaries database released by Wikileaks on 22 October
2010. Again this feeling of very easily doing something illegal came to me
and made me question where these lines are drawn. We interrogated the
database for a few hours and understood the complexity of analysing such
a massive database and asking it the right questions in order to get relevant
information. It was an effortless jump from here to a glimpse into YoHa‘s
project Endless War which faces this problem head-on and comes up with a
very creative and impressive (FIND BETTER WORD) way of transmitting
the feeling of unease to the audience questioning the database and the ac-
tions that make it up.

6 You Are Supposed to Read on Reading Week - 03.10

During reading week people were
tasked with taking the Text-To-Net
in Python and modify it in order for
it to have a new meaning. Having
done all the translating, I decided I
would be the technical support in-
stead of having a project of my own.
This was an advantage for two rea-
sons: first, I could work with every-
body in our group, which would
help me to get to know each other a
little bit better, and second, it meant
that I had some time of my own during this week. I chose to spend my
time accordingly in reading week and checked out a bunch of books from
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the library and read on average a over a book per day. I was able to come
across very interesting theories and ideas and although most of the books
I had were intended to help me do an essay for Software Studies around
location-based services which in the end never came to being. This week
and readings gave me the opportunity to reflect upon what I had learnt up
until that point and was finally able to put some pieces together and things
started to make more sense. During this week I read a lot of Lefebvre along
with some Deleuze and Guattari and although I did not finish every book I
had, I believe it was all in all a very successful reading week for me.

7 Comms - 10.11

Communications were discussed during this week. From Napoleon to the
telephone, we gained some useful insight into what social, economical and
political implications each of this different systems had and how people
actually changed their notion of time and definitions of “fast” and “slow”
accordingly. There was also discussion on how most of the jobs inside
telegraphy and later on telephony companies were women’s jobs. Thinking
about all of these things began to make me think about how communications
in the present, especially text messages, are an intrinsic part of everyday
lives for many people and started to reflect upon how these ideas impact
our notion of time. This was definitely a turning point for me because these
thinking about the act of text messaging and the implications it has on us,
from the very evident and technical capacity to be able to send and receive
messages to and from any place in the world at any given moment to how
all this affects us psychologically and the impact it has had in restructuring
the configurations of human communications and relationships all of which
would later on take a more concrete form as part of both Software Studies
and Media Philosophy essays and also as my main focus on research for
Practical Methods.
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Mini Maker Faire

There were two other important
events these week that helped me
better understand what this pro-
gram is about and how truly unique
it is compared to other interaction-
focused programs. First, I went
with Si to present the text-to-net
project in the Mini Maker Faire at
the University of the Arts’ London
College of Communication. It was
a very unique experience but I am sure that I would not want to do it again.
We arrived early in order to set everything up for the faire, which took
very little time since all I had to do was turn on my computer and connect
the external display to it so that people could see the inner workings of
the system. I was right next to Si’s “Toothbrush Data” project since it was
officially her presenting both. After having a quick look around I realised
that this was truly more of a “maker” faire than I had expected and most
things that people brought in where tools and products that either would
help you build systems of your own, for example a RaspberryPi extension
to measure atmospheric indicators2, or things with which you could have
fun, like a keyboard which used bananas instead of keys. I felt that both of
our projects did not belong in that context, much like Tantalum Memorial
should not have been part of the “Creative Machine” exhibition at Gold-
smiths. These kind of projects demand too much from the public in terms of
making them reflect upon certain aspects of our society and a place where
children are running around followed by their parents asking “but what
does this do?” as if it had to do something was not the right place to allow
for this self-reflection. I am glad that I went with Si, even though it meant
cancelling a trip to Paris where I was supposed to meet some friends from
Mexico, because I was able, for the first time since the course started, to put
into context the kind of projects that we develop in this course. This also
helped me better understand the goals of the programme and accordingly
think of a project on my own that could reflect upon specific aspects of
society.

2http://airpi.es/
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Art Matters

The second important event that week was that an abstract that Sam and I
submitted for a conference in Barcelona called Art Matters got accepted, and
so was Oliver’s. I have to say that it did come as a surprise to all three of us,
but after some analysis, we came to the conclusion that it was because of the
MA that we were able to now pose certain questions and that these were
relevant questions in today’s attempts to understand ourselves and, more
specifically, in the context of art, to understand how software can shape and
is shaping the way artists express their concerns of the world and how these
concerns themselves are also born from a software-ruled society.

The abstract Sam and I submitted explores how can a software studies
point of view can better understand new art production, the process and
the discourse, and how this affects our idea of authorship and the notion
of “the author” that Roland Barthes develops on his essay The Death of the
Author. Furthermore we argue that this notion has become insufficient in
trying to explain today’s art practice because of the numerous people that
are involved in every step of the process.

I have to spend some more words in describing this partnership because it is
probably the single most influential thing that I lived in this past term, it was
a very interesting process. Sam and I began sharing our ideas early on in
this course and it started probably because the two of us spent a lot of time
working in the lab and, at some point, you start talking to people around
you to distract yourself from the work you are trying to do. I found here
ideas and boldness quite intriguing and I think for her the way I try to think
everything through and try to make sense of things inside my head before I
put the forth was just as interesting. Although we had been working in the
same place for a few weeks now, we had not before worked together. It was
challenging to work together because at first neither of us truly understood
how the other person actually works but after a couple of weeks we both
were able to combine our skills in a way that produced some interesting
results. I learned a lot about working with other people and just as much
about my way of doing things, especially its limitations, which I believe is a
great thing to know.
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8 Endless War - 17.11

A more thorough revision of Endless War took place this time. We read
the formal justification for the project, the whole thought process put into
creating it and also some of the technicalities involved in its development.
It is interesting to finally be able to understand, or at least contextualise,
this kind of work. It involves ways to make evident power relationships
in several levels that one would normally not think could come out of a
database, even one as complicated as WAR_DIARIES. The project success-
fully exposes the different levels of materiality of system of this kind and
how each actor is only aware of a very small portion of the whole and this, in
turn, causes the database to have a certain broken structure but also reveals
interesting facts about the way in which complex systems that deal with
sensitive information are developed and managed.

Another interesting thing that happened this week is that I finished my
first self-directed learning bit of the course, before even starting to think
about the self learning contract. Well what I programmed was a system
that automatically looks for a Request for Comments (RFC) in the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) website and breaks it apart into colour, text
and numbers. The whole reasoning behind it was to sort of atomise the
documents that make up the internet into the objects that fill up the internet.
I very much liked how it looked and was hoping to add some sound into it
since it is also an essential part of the internet. I asked Tom to help me out,
but we still haven‘t done much to make it happen; a combination of bad
timing and not enough knowledge of sockets made it impossible to finish
it properly. I will try to bring it back to life this new term. Also, the only
feedback I got was that it was ‘ ‘too pretty.” I tried to get my head around
that and can definitely see how the flashiness of it may distract the public
from reflecting on the constitution of the internet itself, but I also found that
it was engaging just as it is. I have to find a middle ground in that so that I
feel good about what I am doing but can also properly get my ideas across.
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Figure 4: Decomposing the Internet

9 Arduino - 24.11

Arduino came as a great new thing for me. . . at first. It was a nice way of
getting away from the virtual and into the physical. I enjoyed a lot the first
few hours of it and was super excited with all of the theory on electricity
and electronics. But it soon felt a lot like programming. It was, in that sense,
just the same. I am not saying that they are exactly the same thing, Arduino
does give you the opportunity to put things “out there” and figure out how
the world reacts however the process, the programming parts, felt exactly
the same for me as programming on Processing. It was underwhelming
but probably only so because I had too much expectations. I have a few
projects in mind in which I will use Arduino to make things that would not
be otherwise possible, but the feeling of “it‘s all the same” definitely was
present after a few days tinkering with boards.

10 Gallant - 01.12

Frank Gallardo came this week to give us an insight into how he approaches
a problem and starts doing the research. His one-day intensive course on
methodology was impressive. I learned so much with his guidance, how
to learn by doing and posing a very easy question in the beginning to see
how it develops through research into an interesting one. Of course it not
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always works in that way, but when it does you do get a very interesting
insight into the project just by analysing how you got to that point in the
first place. It sounded very similar to the way I usually do things but the
main difference is that we gave ourselves very little time and that implies
that you have to develop a feel to what you like and find interesting to be
able to discard the rest. It made me think of blitz chess because an activity
that usually takes a long time becomes almost a reaction and not reflection
of what you have in front of yourself.

This was also the week where I finished my first project that lives in the
physical world. I programmed an Arduino board with three potentiometers.
I took the readings to represent each an intensity of colour in an RGB model
and would let you “tune” RGB colours. I would like to make it look prettier
and work better, i.e. having similar potentiometers for the three colours so
that it feels right when you tune your favourite colour. I might also want to
make it good looking but that will definitely comes later on. This project is a
part of a series of ideas that I have had around colour and how we perceive
it for the past year, before coming to Goldsmiths.

11 TED me up - 08.12

During the last week I developed my last practical project of Term 1. Through
conversations with Graham and analysing how I felt during the term, I de-
cided that coding would be out of the question for this project since I had a
hard time pulling myself away from my previous formation on computa-
tional sciences to be critical enough through code. I came to the conclusion
that doing a video, since I had never before edited one, would provide me
with a fresh set of tools to take critical eye on an idea that had been in the
back of my mind for a while now: video tutorials. I started to look into them
but suddenly realised that the most widely distributed video tutorials are
TED talks. They are obviously videos and I find them to be tutorials in the
sense that they aim to set an example on how to act and how to think. The
first question was how to choose which videos to watch due to the large
number of videos available; I decided that going through the most watched
videos would be a good way to start. After watching several hours worth
of video, I noticed that they have a language of their own and for the first
time Foucault just came to me, and particularly Archaeology of Knowledge,
and could see how all of the political structures of power permeated the
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discourse of the speakers which then brought it forth to the audience thus
helping perpetuate the established notions and power relationships. I de-
cided on making my own TED talk that harshly criticised TED talks through
bits of TED talks brought together in a particular order. The process I found
very revealing for me and helped me understand a different way of looking
at things. The end product was also “too pretty” for Graham, which could
be distracting, but it also made an interesting critic. I have to find a way to
get rid of my aesthetic notions.

Figure 5: TED Mashup

BCN

The last week of the term was full
of events and the most important of
all is that we flew to Barcelona for
our conference presentation. It was
an amazing experience. We were
terrified about what could happen
but after seeing the presentations on
the first day things calmed down a
bit, although at night and after a few
beers paranoia started to kick in and
we did not sleep very well. The presentation was good and even though we
decided that Sam did all the talking — we wanted to avoid a further level of
logistical complication — I was up on stage with her. I particularly enjoyed
the discussion bit and felt that we had a lot to bring to the conversation; this
made me feel confident again on my choice of MA program. It was a good
weekend and we made a couple of friends along the way. We also had the
opportunity to talk to people who are currently doing their PhD research
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and it gave us a good insight into what to expect should we choose that
path.

12 Conclusion

This documentation might seem that it lacks structure but it is intentionally
so. I tried to convey also in the writing style, like Maturana or Haraway, my
experience during this course. It starts at a complete loss and only having
very concrete points which I did not fully understand but caught my atten-
tion. The document gradually moves to a more analytic and comfortable
style of writing where things come together, especially after the practical
projects that allowed me to reflect on the theory through practice. Although
these projects were not too successful, the aesthetic can be distracting, the
process was a formative one. Text-to-Net stands out because it help me
understand the overall structure and goals in this course thanks to the col-
laboration with a former student, Si.

This course has been so far a complete revelation for several reasons: firstly,
it has taught me a different way to approach everyday situations in order
to grasp as many different aspects of them as possible; secondly, I learnt
that I can push myself further than I thought and that learning new skills
is but a question of hard work; lastly, through this course I have had the
opportunity to work alongside a few talented people whose understanding
of the world is very different to mine and this has led to very interesting
collaborations, I should do collaborations more often.
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Appendix A: Self-learning Contract

A brief analysis of the work conducted through the self learn-
ing contract made me realise, once again, that I place to much
concern to the aesthetics of a project. I presented it in class and
although people were engaged, the critical part got lost in the
storyline that the video had. The video did allow me to move
away from coding and into a new medium giving me a different
perspective and at the same time understanding the possibilities
of coding to perform the same critical analysis and not only be
framed in a mathematical or engineering context.

Self Learning Contract

Objectives
To be able to conclude a practical project that can be critical and self reflective at
the same time.

Resources and Strategies I will Use

I  will  put  myself  outside  of  my confrot  zone  and into  an  area  that  does  not
directly relate to my professional formation as an applied mathematician, i.e. I
will not use tools that have become so familiar to me that do not yet allow me to
think  critically  through  them  since  I  have  a  very  structured  and  engineering
approach to those kinds of problems.
I will therefore focus on doing a video project to reflect upon online tutorials.
After doing some research I TED talks stood out as the greatest repository on
what I have named “tutorials on life.” However, mainly using Foucault's ideas in
Archaeology  of  Knowledge,  through  lenguage  ideas  of  politics  and  society
permeate and thus TED talks with their own lenguage promote a certain kind of
society which I will critique.
I will use a free software called Lightworks for the editing.  

The proof of accomplishing this activity will be

Successful and meaningful short video, between one and two minutes long.

Evaluation Criteria

Accomplishment of the video of the set length.  
The video will be engaging to the audience.
Critic of the language use and the specific politics that it promotes will be evident.
The possibility to get out of my comfort zone and through a new media explore an
idea critically.
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Appendix B: Text To Net

mailphone_0_2.py
# This script talk to gmail to find the answers to questions placed on it network.

# if an email in the inbox of POST_USER_NAME From fild = PHONENUMBER@desksms.appspotmail.com

# it will consider it to be a question - it will extract the first line of that email and send it to

# EMAIL_LIST - it will create a timestamp to watermark the transaction.

# with the option --a answer on the command line it will check gmail for subject feilds Re:<timestamp>

# The code will then extract the answer from the first line and return it to the phone in the from feild.

#required modules

import imaplib #read emails

import smtplib #send emails

from email.mime.text import MIMEText #format email text(subject, to, from)

import email #email functions

import DBD
import settings
import time #timestamps

import MySQLdb #database connector

# # required modules

# use Net::IMAP::Simple;

# use Email::Simple;

# use IO::Socket::SSL;

# use Email::Send;

# use Email::Send::Gmail;

# use Email::Simple::Creator;

# use Time::HiRes qw(time);

# use lib 'DBMS';

# use Settings;

# use DBD;

# use Data::Dumper;

dbd = DBD.DBD()
dbd.connect_db()
dbd.check_update_email()
# my %query;

# use Getopt::Long qw(GetOptions);

# my $verbose = '';

# my $action = 'get';

#

# GetOptions ("a=s" => \$action, "v=i" => \$verbose); # flag for

# die "You need to specify an action question|answer verbose 0|1 \n" unless $action;

# #for(;;){

# #sleep 60;

# #if ($action =~ /question/){

# get_questions();

# #}

# #sleep 60;

# #if ($action =~ /answer/){

# # get_answers();

# #}

#

# exit;

def get_questions():
print "[*] Connecting to Gmail to get questions"
password = 'ImiantIndeed'
me = 'pj14texttonet@gmail.com'

try:
#log in

imap = imaplib.IMAP4_SSL('imap.gmail.com')
imap.login(me,password)
#imap.login(settings.REC_USER_NAME, settings.REC_PASS)

#connect to inbox

imap.select('inbox')

#get unread email count

status, unseen_ids = imap.uid('search', None, 'UnSeen')
if unseen_ids != ['']:

unseen_ids = unseen_ids[0].split(' ')
unseen_count = len(unseen_ids)

else:
unseen_count = 0

#get all email count

status, all_ids = imap.uid('search', None, 'All')
if all_ids != ['']:

all_ids = all_ids[0].split(' ')
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mail_count = len(all_ids)
else:

mail_count = 0

print "[*] We have \n\t%s unseen email(s) \n\t%s total email(s)" % (unseen_count, mail_count)

#for every answered question look for answers

#returns emails that have desksms.appspotmail.com in the From field

status, uids = imap.uid('search',None, '(HEADER FROM "*@desksms.appspotmail.com")')
if uids != ['']:

uids = uids[0].split(' ')
else:

print "[*] No mail from desksms.appspotmail.com"
return

#print uids

for uid in uids:
status2, flags = imap.uid('fetch', uid, "(FLAGS)")
if "Seen" in flags[0]:

print "[-] Warning: Message %s has been seen!" % (uid)
#print flags

status, raw_email_body = imap.uid('fetch', uid, "(RFC822)")
raw_email_body = raw_email_body[0][1]
sender_email, email_body = get_email_info(raw_email_body)
email_body = email_body.split('===========================')
question = email_body[0].strip(" ")
question = question.replace("\r","")
question = question.replace("\n","")
question = question.strip(" ")
# print question

# return

if dbd.question_known(question) > 0:
print "[-] This question is old. IGNORING"
continue

sender_phone = sender_email.split('@')[0]
print "[+] This message is from %s \n Question: %s" % (sender_phone, question)
question_id = send_mail_to_list(0, question, sender_phone)
if question_id > 0:

dbd.update_question_DB(question_id,{"question_status":settings.LIVE})
print "[+] Question is LIVE!"
### Delete email... still figuring out how to do that

imap.close()
except imaplib.IMAP4.error as e:

print "[!] Error: %s" % (e.args[0])

def get_answers():
live_questions_ids = dbd.get_live_questions()
password = 'ImiantIndeed'
me = 'pj14texttonet@gmail.com'
try:

#log in

imap = imaplib.IMAP4_SSL('imap.gmail.com')
imap.login(me,password)
#imap.login(settings.REC_USER_NAME, settings.REC_PASS)

#connect to inbox

imap.select('inbox')
for question_id in live_questions_ids:

question = dbd.get_question_text(question_id)
print "[*] Looking for answers to Question \'%s\', Question_id: %s" % (question, str(question_id))
timestamp = dbd.get_question_timestamp(question_id)
print "[*] Looking for emails with \'Re: %s\' in the subject" % (str(timestamp))
query_fields = '(HEADER SUBJECT "Re: '+str(timestamp)+'")'
#print query_fields

status, uids = imap.uid('search',None, query_fields)
if dbd.is_question_answered(question_id) != -1:

print "[-] This question has been answered... skipping"
continue

for uid in uids:
#get the body of the email

if uid == '':
print "[-] There are no answers to question \'%s\' yet. Question ID: %s" % (question, question_id)
continue

status, raw_email_body = imap.uid('fetch', str(uid), "(RFC822)")
raw_email_body = raw_email_body[0][1]
sender_email, email_body = get_email_info(raw_email_body)###!!!!!!Check email formatting!!!!!!!########

#Things to get the answer from email response due to HTML formatting in Gmail (haven't checked others)

first = email_body.index(">")
last = email_body.index("<",first)
answer = email_body[first+1:last]
if "=" in answer:

answer = answer.replace("=\r\n","")
####################
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print "[+] Got a reply from %s" % (sender_email)
print "[+] Question ID = %s \n The answer to the question \'%s\' is \'%s\'" % (

question_id,question,answer)
#we will now need to send the answer back to the from

sendto = dbd.get_question_telephone(question_id)
if sendto == -1:

print "[-] There is no telephone for question_id %s" % str(question_id)
continue

#email_id = dbd.add_email_DB(sendto,settings.RECEIVED)

#die "ERR no mail id" unless $email_id

# ;

answer_id = dbd.add_answer_DB(
answer,
settings.USE,
0,
question_id

)
send_mail_to_phone(question, answer,sendto)
if answer_id:

dbd.update_question_DB(question_id,{"question_status":settings.UNUSED})
#delete the email// still have to test

# imap.store(uid,'+FLAGS','\\DELETED')

# if imap.expunge():

# print "[+] Gone!"

#store email, remove from inbox STILL WORK ON PROGRESS, REVISIT

# q = '(BODY \"*'+question+'*\")'

# print q

# status2, uid2 = imap.uid('SEARCH', None, q)

# print status2

# print uid2

# mov, data = imap.uid('STORE', uid , '+FLAGS', '(\Deleted)')

# return

imap.expunge()
imap.close()

except imaplib.IMAP4.error as e:
print "[!] Error: %s" % (e.args[0])

def get_time_stamp():
timestamp = time.ctime() #Max precision: seconds

return timestamp

# sub get_time_stamp {

def open_phone_log():
Log = "phone.log"
try:

file = open(Log)
return file

except IOError as e:
print "[!] Unable to open logfile"
return

def get_log_entries():
###ASK FOR LOG FORMAT!!!###

history = open_phone_log()

# sub get_log_entries {

# #get all the log entries

# my @history = open_phone_log();

# foreach(@history){

# $_ =~ /ID\[(.*)\]PHONE\[(.*)\]COMPLETE\[(.*)\]TIMESTAMP\[(.*)\]TEXT\[(.*)\]FROM\[(.*)\]/;

# #print "$1 $2 $3 $4\n";

# %{$query{$4}} = (

# id => $1,

# phone => $2,

# complete => $3,

# text => $5,

# from => $6

# );

# #print $query{$3}{text}."\n";

#

#

# }

# }

def open_email_list():
Log = "email_list.txt"
try:

file = open(Log)
email_list = file.readlines()
return email_list
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except IOError as e:
print "[!] Unable to open email list"
return

def instructions():
return "\n\nYou are receiving this email from Ye Si's automated HELL\n " \

"program that she is making Graham code on a lovely day."

def send_mail_to_list(
timestamp,
question,
number

):
email_addrs = dbd.get_email_list()
##get timestamp for this phone_message

##this will act as a unique identifier for the message

timestamp = long(time.time()*100)
telephone_number_id = dbd.add_telephone_DB(number,settings.USE)
if not telephone_number_id:

print("[!] ERROR: No telephone id")
return -1

else:
question_id = dbd.add_question_DB(question,

settings.USE,
telephone_number_id,
0, #no answer yet

timestamp)
print "[+] Question has timestamp %s" %(timestamp)

if not question_id:
print "[!] ERROR: Failed to return a question_id %s" % (question_id)
return -1

if dbd.is_question_live(question_id) == settings.LIVE:
print "[-] Question \'%s\' is already live - no need to send emails" % (question)
return -1

try:
smtp = smtplib.SMTP_SSL('smtp.gmail.com')
smtp.login(settings.POST_USER_NAME, settings.POST_PASS)
txt = question + "\n" + instructions()
msg = MIMEText(txt)
msg['Subject'] = str(timestamp)
msg['From'] = settings.POST_USER_NAME
for email_ad in email_addrs:

msg['To'] = email_ad
print "[+] Sending to %s" % (email_ad)
smtp.sendmail(settings.POST_USER_NAME, email_ad, msg.as_string())

smtp.close()
except Exception as e:

print "[!] Error: %s" % (e.args[0])

return question_id
#

def send_mail_to_phone(
question,
answer,
sendto_phone

):
sendto = sendto_phone + "@desksms.appspotmail.com"
print "[*] Going to send email to %s \n\tQuestion: %s \n\tAnswer: %s" % (sendto, question, answer)
msg = MIMEText(answer)
msg['Subject'] = question
msg['To'] = sendto
msg['From'] = settings.POST_USER_NAME
try:

smtp = smtplib.SMTP_SSL('smtp.gmail.com')
smtp.login(settings.POST_USER_NAME, settings.POST_PASS)
smtp.sendmail(settings.POST_USER_NAME, [sendto], msg.as_string() )
smtp.close()

except Exception as e:
print "[-] Error: %s" % (e.args[0])

#

# def send_mail_test(): #It now works!! :)

# hostname = 'smtp.gmail.com'

# password = 'ImiantIndeed'

# me = 'pj14texttonet@gmail.com'

# you = '447783774528@desksms.appspotmail.com'

#

# payload = 'This is an answer!'

#

# msg = MIMEText(payload)

#
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# msg['Subject'] = "Test subject"

# msg['From'] = me

# msg['To'] = you

#

# s = smtplib.SMTP_SSL(hostname)

# s.login(me,password)

# s.sendmail(me, [you], msg.as_string())

# print ("Mail sent! \n")

# s.quit()

# return

def get_raw_email():
password = 'ImiantIndeed'
me = 'pj14texttonet@gmail.com'

mail = imaplib.IMAP4_SSL('imap.gmail.com')
mail.login(me,password)
#mail.list() #Out: list of "folders" aka labels in gmail account.

mail.select('inbox') #connect to inbox

result, data = mail.uid('search',None, "ALL") #get all the unique id's

uid_list = data[0].split()
latest_email_uid = uid_list[-1] #get the latest

result, data = mail.uid('fetch',latest_email_uid, "(RFC822)") # fetch the email body (RFC822) for the given ID

raw_email = data[0][1]
return raw_email

def get_email_info(raw_email):
email_message = email.message_from_string(raw_email)

#print email_message['To']

sender = email.utils.parseaddr(email_message['From'])[1] #get email from sender

#print "This email was sent by %s" % (sender)

#print email_message

####################################

maintype = email_message.get_content_maintype()
if maintype == 'multipart':

for part in email_message.get_payload():
if part.get_content_maintype() == 'text':

payload = part.get_payload() + "\n***************\n\n\n\n"
#print payload

elif maintype == 'text':
payload = email_message.get_payload()
payload = payload.rstrip('\n')

#print payload + "\n*************\n\n\n\n"

return sender, payload

if __name__ == '__main__':
#dbd.init_db()

#while True:

#get_questions()

#time.sleep(20)

get_answers()
#time.sleep(20)

DBD.py
# database connector

class DBD:

FOUND = 1
NOT_FOUND = 0

def __init__(self):
self.dbh = -1
self.settings = __import__('settings')
self.MySQLdb = __import__('MySQLdb')

def connect_db(self):
# s = " Password: %s\n User: %s\n Database: %s\n" % (self.settings.MYSQL_PASS, self.settings.MYSQL_USER,

# self.settings.MYSQL_DB)

# print (s)

try:
self.dbh = self.MySQLdb.connect(

host="localhost", user=self.settings.MYSQL_USER,
passwd=self.settings.MYSQL_PASS,
db=self.settings.MYSQL_DB
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# get_warnings = MYSQL_PRINT_ERROR, #don't report errors via warn

#raise_on_warnings = MYSQL_RAISE_ERROR #Report errors via die

)
print "[+] Connected to database."

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])
#print 'ERROR: MSQL:\n Did not connect to (MYSQL){DB}: Maybe MYSQL is not setup'

return

return 1

def check_update_email(self):
for email in self.settings.email_list:

self.add_email_DB(email,self.settings.USE)

def init_db(self):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
tables = self.settings.MYSQL_TABLES
for table in tables:

print "\n Making table " + table
cursor.execute(tables[table])

cursor.close()
except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:

print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

## special stuff to disconnect properly from the database.

##

def disconnect_db(self):
self.dbh.close()
return

#

#

## email

#

def update_email_DB(
self,
email_id,
keyPairs

):
if email_id is not None:

try:
cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
query_str = "UPDATE email SET "
for key in keyPairs:

query_str = query_str + key + " = \"" + keyPairs[key] + "\" , "
query_str = query_str[:-2] + " WHERE email_id = " + str(email_id)
print query_str
cursor.execute(query_str)
cursor.close()
self.dbh.commit()

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

else:
print "No email_id for update_email_DB " + str(email_id)

return

#

def add_email_DB(
self,
email_text,
email_status_,

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT email_id FROM email WHERE email_text= \"" + email_text + "\" ")
r = cursor.fetchone()
#print r

if (r is not None):
#print("[-] Email already exists!")

email_id = r[0]
cursor.close()
return email_id

else:
cursor.executemany("""INSERT INTO email

(
email_text,
email_status

) VALUES (%s, %s)""",
[

(email_text,
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email_status_)
]

)
self.dbh.commit()
id = cursor.lastrowid
cursor.close()
return id

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def get_email_list(
self

):
try:

dictCursor = self.dbh.cursor(self.MySQLdb.cursors.DictCursor)
dictCursor.execute(" SELECT * FROM email where email_status = 1")
resultSet = dictCursor.fetchall()
#print resultSet

email_list = []
for row in resultSet:

email_list.append(row['email_text'])
dictCursor.close()

return email_list
except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:

print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

# telephones

def update_telephone_DB(
self,
telephone_id,
keyPairs

):
try:

if telephone_id is not None:
cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
query_str = "UPDATE telephone SET "
for key in keyPairs:

query_str = query_str + key + " = \"" + keyPairs[key] + "\" , "
query_str = query_str[:-2] + " WHERE telephone_id = " + str(telephone_id)
print query_str
cursor.execute(query_str)
cursor.close()
self.dbh.commit()

else:
print "No question_id for update_telephone_DB " + str(telephone_id)

return
except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:

print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def add_telephone_DB(
self,
telephone_text,
telephone_status_,

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT telephone_id FROM telephone WHERE telephone_text= \"" + telephone_text + "\" ")
r = cursor.fetchone()
#print r

if (r is not None):
#print("[-] Telephone already exists!")

telephone_id = r[0]
cursor.close()
return telephone_id

else:
cursor.executemany("""INSERT INTO telephone

(
telephone_text,
telephone_status

) VALUES (%s, %s)""",
[

(telephone_text,
telephone_status_)

]
)
self.dbh.commit()
telephone_id = cursor.lastrowid
cursor.close()
return telephone_id

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
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print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

#answers

def update_answer_DB(
self,
answer_id,
keyPairs

):
try:

if answer_id is not None:
cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
query_str = "UPDATE answer SET "
for key in keyPairs:

query_str = query_str + key + " = \"" + keyPairs[key] + "\" , "
query_str = query_str[:-2] + " WHERE answer_id = " + str(answer_id)
print query_str
cursor.execute(query_str)
cursor.close()
self.dbh.commit()

else:
print "No answer_id for update_answer_DB " + str(answer_id)

return
except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:

print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def add_answer_DB(
self,
answer_text,
answer_status_,
answer_email_id,
answer_question_id

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT answer_id FROM answer WHERE answer_text= \"" + answer_text + "\" ")
r = cursor.fetchone()
#print r

if (r is not None):
#print("[-] Answer already exists!")

answer_id = r[0]
cursor.close()
return answer_id

else:
query = """INSERT INTO answer (

answer_text,
answer_status,
answer_email_id,
answer_question_id)
VALUES (\"%s\", %d, %d, %d)""" % (answer_text, answer_status_,

answer_email_id, answer_question_id)
query = query.strip("\n")
query = query.strip(" ")
#print query

cursor.execute(query)
self.dbh.commit()
answer_id = cursor.lastrowid
cursor.close()
return answer_id

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

#questions

def is_question_live(
self,
question_id

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT question_status FROM question WHERE question_id=\"" + str(question_id) + "\"")
r = cursor.fetchone()
question_status = -1
if (r is not None):

question_status = r[0]
cursor.close()
return question_status

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def is_question_answered(
self,
question_id

):
try:
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cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT answer_id FROM answer WHERE answer_question_id=\"" + str(question_id) + "\"")
r = cursor.fetchone()
answer_id = -1
if (r is not None):

answer_id = r[0]
cursor.close()
return answer_id

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[!] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def get_live_questions(
self,

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT question_id FROM question WHERE question_status = 2")
r = cursor.fetchall()
question_id_ref = []
if (r is not None):

for questionId in r:
question_id_ref.append(questionId[0])

cursor.close()
return question_id_ref

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def get_question_text(
self,
question_id

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT question_text FROM question WHERE question_id=\"" + str(question_id) + "\"")
r = cursor.fetchone()
#print r

question_text = ''
if (r is not None):

question_text = r[0]
cursor.close()
return question_text

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def question_known(
self,
question

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT question_id FROM question WHERE question_text=\"" + str(question) + "\"")
r = cursor.fetchone()
question_id = -1
if (r is not None):

question_id = r[0]
cursor.close()
return question_id

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def get_question_telephone(
self,
question_id

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT telephone_text FROM telephone, question WHERE question_id=\"" + str(question_id) +

"\" AND telephone_id = question_from_telephone_id")
r = cursor.fetchone()
telephone = -1
if (r is not None):

telephone = r[0]
cursor.close()
return telephone

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

def get_question_timestamp(
self,
question_id

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT question_timestamp FROM question WHERE question_id=\"" + str(question_id) + "\"")
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r = cursor.fetchone()
question_timestamp = ''
if (r is not None):

question_timestamp = r[0]
cursor.close()
return question_timestamp

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

#

def update_question_DB(
self,
question_id,
keyPairs

):
if question_id is not None:

try:
cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
query_str = "UPDATE question SET "
for key in keyPairs:

query_str = query_str + key + " = \"" + str(keyPairs[key]) + "\" , "
query_str = query_str[:-2] + " WHERE question_id = " + str(question_id)
cursor.execute(query_str)
cursor.close()
self.dbh.commit()

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

else:
print "No question_id for update_question_DB " + str(question_id)

return

def add_question_DB(
self,
question_text,
question_status_,
question_from_telephone_id,
question_answer_id,
question_timestamp,

):
try:

cursor = self.dbh.cursor()
cursor.execute("SELECT question_id FROM question WHERE question_text= \"" + question_text + "\" ")
r = cursor.fetchone()
#print r

if (r is not None):
question_id = r[0]
cursor.close()
return question_id

else:
query = """INSERT INTO question (

question_text,
question_status,
question_from_telephone_id,
question_answer_id,
question_timestamp)
VALUES (\"%s\", %d, %d, %d, %d)""" % (question_text, question_status_,

question_from_telephone_id, question_answer_id, question_timestamp)
query = query.strip("\n")
query = query.strip(" ")
#print query

cursor.execute(query)
cursor.close()
self.dbh.commit()
id = cursor.lastrowid
return id

except self.MySQLdb.Error as e:
print "[*] Error %d: %s" % (e.args[0], e.args[1])

# def main(self):

# print "hello"

# i = self.dbh.connect_db()

# print "blaa " + str(i)

# # my code here

# #self.init_db()

# #self.get_email_list()

# #print self.add_question_DB('Who am I?',0,2,1,1234234)

# #print self.add_email_DB('Yes it\'s me again, biatch!',1)

# #print self.get_question_text(15)

# #print self.get_live_questions()

# #print self.question_known("Who is them?")

# self.update_question_DB(16,{'question_text':'This was question 1','question_status':'1'})

# self.disconnect_db()

#
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# if __name__ == "__main__":

# main()

settings.py
##USE: import Settings -> use Settings.MYUSER %%imports the module as a whole

## from Settings import * -> use MYUSER %%imports the variables and modules

## Using from <module> import <function, var> you can import only specific variables

##constants

MYUSER = 'root'
MYDATABASE = 'MAILPHONE'
MYPASS = 'imiant'
#MYPASS = 'YSB40_c'

#fill in your details here

REC_USER_NAME = 'grahamharw00d50@gmail.com'
REC_PASS = 'harw00d4007'
REC_MAILHOST = 'pop.gmail.com'
POST_USER_NAME = 'pj14texttonet@gmail.com'
POST_PASS = 'ImiantIndeed'
POST_MAILHOST = 'pop.gmail.com'

MYSQL_PASS = MYPASS
#MYSQL_DB = 'dbi:mysql:'+MYDATABASE+';mysql_read_default_file=/etc/mysql/my.cnf'

MYSQL_DB = MYDATABASE
MYSQL_USER = MYUSER
MYSQL_PRINT_ERROR = 1
MYSQL_RAISE_ERROR = 1
USE = 1
LIVE = 2
UNUSED = 0
RECEIVED = 6

# email_list = ['cu301sy@gold.ac.uk']

email_list = ['cu301sy@gold.ac.uk', 'juamps.delavega@gmail.com', 'pj13texttonet@gmail.com']

MYSQL_TABLES = {
'questions':

"""create table if not exists question (

question_id smallint not null AUTO_INCREMENT,

question_text char(150) not null,

UNIQUE (question_text),

question_status smallint unsigned not null,

question_from_telephone_id smallint unsigned not null,

question_answer_id smallint unsigned not null,

question_timestamp BIGINT not null,

index (question_id)

) DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE utf8_general_ci""" ,

'answers':
"""create table if not exists answer (

answer_id smallint not null AUTO_INCREMENT,

answer_text char(150) not null,

UNIQUE (answer_text),

answer_status smallint unsigned not null,

answer_email_id smallint unsigned not null,

answer_question_id smallint unsigned not null,

index (answer_id)

) DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE utf8_general_ci""" ,

'telephone_numbers':
"""create table if not exists telephone (

telephone_id smallint not null AUTO_INCREMENT,

telephone_text char(150) not null,

UNIQUE (telephone_text),

telephone_status smallint unsigned not null,

index (telephone_id)

) DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE utf8_general_ci""" ,

'email_list':
"""create table if not exists email (

email_id smallint not null AUTO_INCREMENT,

email_text char(150) not null,

UNIQUE (email_text),

email_status smallint unsigned not null,

index (email_id)

) DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE utf8_general_ci"""

}
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#remove the line breaks created by multiline strings

for key in MYSQL_TABLES:
MYSQL_TABLES[key] = MYSQL_TABLES[key].replace('\n','')
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Appendix C: Decomposing the internet

decompose_internet.py
__author__ = 'jp'
import re
import textwrap
from retrieveIETF import *
import decompose_internet_soket as socket
import time
import random

def split_rfc(rfc_text, fetched):
rfc_in_numbers = []
if fetched:

rfc_text = re.sub(r'[\x00-\x08\x0b\x0c\x0e-\x1f\x7f-\xff]', '', rfc_text)
rfc_in_letters = list(rfc_text)
rfc_in_letters = filter(lambda x: x != "\n" and x != " ", rfc_in_letters)
for letter in rfc_in_letters:

rfc_in_numbers.append(ord(letter))
pass

return rfc_in_numbers, rfc_in_letters

def add_contrast(rfc_in_numbers):
for ind in range(0, len(rfc_in_numbers)):

rfc_in_numbers[ind] = (12347 * rfc_in_numbers[ind]) % 256
return rfc_in_numbers

def pretty_print(rfc_num):
number, title, authors, date = get_rfc_info(rfc_num)
if "Not Issued." not in title:

print "\n\n\n"
print "\t Request for Comments", number
print "\n\t Title:", title
print "\n\t Authored by:", ', '.join(authors)
print "\n\t Date:", date
print "\n\n\n"
return True

else:
print "\n\n\n"
print title
print "\n\n\n"
return False

if __name__ == "__main__":
if socket.connect_socket():

while True:
if retrieve_ietf_index() != -1:

rfc_numbers = get_rfc_numbers()
if rfc_numbers != -1:

rfc_num = random.choice(rfc_numbers)
print "[*] Fetching random RFC..."
rfc, fetched = fetch_rfc(rfc_num)
if not pretty_print(rfc_num) or not fetched:

continue
print "[*] Decomposing..."
rfc_in_numbers, rfc_in_letters = split_rfc(rfc, fetched)
rfc_in_numbers_contrasted = add_contrast(rfc_in_numbers)
#for i in range(len(rfc_in_numbers)):

for i in range(15):
socket.send_data(rfc_in_letters[i], rfc_in_numbers[i], rfc_in_numbers_contrasted[i])
#print "RFC elements: ( %s, %s )" % (rfc_in_letters[i], rfc_in_numbers[i])

#time.sleep(0.5)

print "[+] Done!"
socket.send_data('***', '***', '***')

# pass

decompose_internet_soket.py
#Socket example

# Echo server program

import socket
import sys
import time

HOST = 'localhost' # Symbolic name meaning the local host

PORT = 50007 # Arbitrary non-privileged port
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s = None
conn = None
def connect_socket():

global conn
print "[*] Waiting for client request..."
for res in socket.getaddrinfo(HOST, PORT, socket.AF_UNSPEC, socket.SOCK_STREAM, 0, socket.AI_PASSIVE):

af, socktype, proto, canonname, sa = res
try:

s = socket.socket(af, socktype, proto)
except socket.error, msg:

s = None
continue

try:
s.bind(sa)
s.listen(1)

except socket.error, msg:
s.close()
s = None
continue

break
if s is None:

print 'could not open socket'
return False
# sys.exit(1)

conn, addr = s.accept()
print 'Connected by', addr
return True

def send_data(text, number, number_contrasted):
time.sleep(0.5)
data = text + " " + str(number) + " " + str(number_contrasted)
# print "Sending data:", data

conn.send(data)

def close_connection():
conn.close()

retrieveIETF.py
__author__ = 'jp'
import urllib2
import glob
import os

index_url = "https://www.ietf.org/download/rfc-index.txt"
index_dir = "/home/jp/Documents/Goldsmiths/ietf/index"
rfc_dir = "/home/jp/Documents/Goldsmiths/ietf/RFCs_bak"

def retrieve_ietf_index():
try:

print "[+] Checking index..."
index = urllib2.urlopen(index_url)
meta = index.info()
index_version = meta.getheaders("ETag")[0]
index_version = index_version[3:-1]
print "[*] Most recent index version:", index_version

os.chdir(index_dir)
index_txt = glob.glob("*.txt") # Get all .txt files

file_name = index_version + "_rfc-index.txt"

if index_txt:
index_file_name = index_txt[0]
local_index_version = index_file_name.split("_")[0]
if index_version == local_index_version:

print "[+] Local index up to date"
index.close()
return 0

else:
print "[*] Local index is old. Retrieving new file..."
index_file = open(file_name, "w")
index_file.write(index.read())
index_file.close()
print "[+] Done!"
print "[*] Deleting old index..."
os.remove(index_file_name)
print "[+] Done!"

else:
print "[*] No index file. Creating new..."
print file_name
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index_file = open(file_name, "w")
index_file.write(index.read())
index_file.close()
print "[+] Done!"

index.close()
return 1

except Exception as e:
print "[!] ERROR: %s" % e.message

except urllib2.URLError as e:
print "[!] URL ERROR %s: %s " % (e.code, e.reason)
return -1

except IOError as e:
print "[!] IO ERROR(%s): %s " % (e.errno, e.strerror)
return -1

def get_rfc_numbers():
rfc_numbers = []
try:

os.chdir(index_dir)
index_txt = glob.glob("*_rfc-index.txt")
if not index_txt:

print "[!] ERROR: There is no index file!"
return -1

index_file_name = glob.glob("*.txt")[0]
index_file = open(index_file_name, "r")
index = index_file.read().split("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"

"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~")
index = index[1]
index = index.split("---------")[1]
index = index.strip("\n \n\n\n")
index = index.split("\n\n")
for rfc in index:

rfc_numbers.append(rfc[0:4])
except IOError as e:

print "[!] IO ERROR(%s): %s " % (e.errno, e.strerror)

return rfc_numbers

def get_rfc_info(rfc_number):
rfc_number = str(rfc_number)
title = None
authors = []
date = None
# add zeroes to get NNNN format

while len(rfc_number) < 4:
rfc_number = "0" + rfc_number

try:
os.chdir(index_dir)
index_txt = glob.glob("*_rfc-index.txt")
if not index_txt:

print "[!] ERROR: There is no index file!"
return -1

index_file_name = glob.glob("*.txt")[0]
index_file = open(index_file_name, "r")
index = index_file.read().split("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"

"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~")
index = index[1]
index = index.split("---------")[1]
index = index.strip("\n \n\n\n")
index = index.split("\n\n")
for rfc in index:

rfc = filter(lambda x: x != "\n" and x != "\t" and x != " ", rfc)
if rfc[0:4] == rfc_number:

if "Not Issued." in rfc:
title = rfc
continue

rfc = rfc[5::]
title = rfc.split('. ', 1)[0]
date = rfc.rsplit('. ', 2)[1]
authors.append(rfc.split('. ', 1)[1])
authors[0] = authors[0].split('. ' + date)[0]
authors[0] = ' '.join(authors[0].split())
if ", " in authors[0]:

authors = authors[0].split(', ')
title = ' '.join(title.split())
date = ' '.join(date.split())

except Exception as e:
print "[!] ERROR: %s" % e.message

except IOError as e:
print "[!] IO ERROR(%s): %s " % (e.errno, e.strerror)
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return rfc_number, title, authors, date

def fetch_rfc(rfc_number):
rfc_text = ""
fetched = False
rfc_number = str(rfc_number)
# add zeroes to get NNNN format

while len(rfc_number) < 4:
rfc_number = "0" + rfc_number

try:
# RFCs URL format http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfcNNNN.txt

rfc_url = "http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc"+rfc_number+".txt"
rfc = urllib2.urlopen(rfc_url)
rfc_text = rfc.read()
rfc.close()
fetched = True
print "[+] Done!"

except Exception as e:
print "[!] ERROR: %s" % e.message

except urllib2.URLError as e:
print "[!] URL ERROR %s: %s " % (e.code, e.reason)

except IOError as e:
print "[!] IO ERROR(%s): %s " % (e.errno, e.strerror)

return rfc_text, fetched

def retrieve_all_rfcs():
new_rfcs = False
rfc_numbers = get_rfc_numbers()
if not rfc_numbers:

return

os.chdir(rfc_dir)
for rfc_number in rfc_numbers:

try:
rfc_file_name = 'rfc'+rfc_number+'.txt'
if not os.path.isfile(rfc_file_name):

rfc, fetched = fetch_rfc(rfc_number)
if fetched:

rfc_file = open(rfc_file_name, "w")
rfc_file.write(rfc)
rfc_file.close()
new_rfcs = True

except Exception as e:
print "[!] ERROR: %s" % e.message

except urllib2.URLError as e:
print "[!] URL ERROR %s: %s " % (e.code, e.reason)

except IOError as e:
print "[!] IO ERROR(%s): %s " % (e.errno, e.strerror)

if not new_rfcs:
print "[+] No new RFCs downloaded."

return

if __name__ == "__main__":
#retrieve_ietf_index()

#retrieve_all_rfcs()

#retrieve_rfc(23454)

#print get_rfc_numbers()

pass

processing_sketch.pde
import processing.net.Client;

Client myClient;
String dataIn = "";
String in_letter, in_number, in_colour, aux;
int count = 0;
int[] frameX = {0, 0, 0, 0};
int[] frameY = {0, 0};
float rectX, rectY, rectW, rectH;
float letterX, letterY, letterSize, numberX, numberY, numberSize;
IntList order;
int c1, c2, c3 = 0;
int[] colour = {0, 0, 0};
PFont fontLetters, fontNumbers;
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void setup(){
order = new IntList(3);
for (int i=0; i<=2; i++){

order.append(i);
}
size(displayWidth, displayHeight);
frameX[0] = int(displayWidth*0.05);
frameX[1] = int(displayWidth*0.35);
frameX[2] = int(displayWidth*0.65);
frameX[3] = int(displayWidth*0.95);
frameY[0] = int(displayHeight*0.5 - displayWidth*0.15);
frameY[1] = int(displayHeight*0.5 + displayWidth*0.15);

// rectX = frameX[1]*1.022;

// rectY = frameY[0]*1.038;

// rectW = (frameX[2] - frameX[1]) * 0.95;

// rectH = (frameY[1] - frameY[0]) * 0.95;

rectX = frameX[1];
rectY = frameY[0]*1.022;
rectW = (frameX[2] - frameX[1]);
rectH = (frameY[1] - frameY[0])*0.98;

letterX = frameX[0] + (frameX[1] - frameX[0]) / 2;
letterY = frameY[0] + (frameY[1] - frameY[0]) / 1.6;
letterSize = (frameX[1] - frameX[0]) * 0.5;
fontLetters = createFont("Courier_New.ttf", letterSize);

numberX = frameX[2] + (frameX[3] - frameX[2]) / 2;
numberY = frameY[0] + (frameY[1] - frameY[0]) / 1.6;
numberSize = (frameX[1] - frameX[0]) * 0.5;
fontNumbers = createFont("Courier_New.ttf", numberSize);

// SOCKET CODE

myClient = new Client(this, "localhost",50007);
}

void make_colour(int c){
if (count == 0){

order.shuffle(this);
colour[0] = colour[1] = colour[2] = 0;

}
colour[ order.get(0) ] = c;

}

void my_draw(){
//System.out.println("I\'m in!");

frameRate(2);
background(0, 0, 0);
stroke(0);
strokeWeight(4);

// make frame

fill(255);
rect(frameX[0], frameY[0], frameX[3] - frameX[0], frameY[1] - frameY[0], 20);

// line(frameX[0], frameY[0], frameX[3], frameY[0]);

// line(frameX[0], frameY[1], frameX[3], frameY[1]);

// line(frameX[0], frameY[0], frameX[0], frameY[1]);

// line(frameX[1], frameY[0], frameX[1], frameY[1]);

// line(frameX[2], frameY[0], frameX[2], frameY[1]);

// line(frameX[3], frameY[0], frameX[3], frameY[1]);

if (myClient.available() > 0){
dataIn = myClient.readString();
if(dataIn.equals("*** *** ***")){
in_letter = " ";
in_number = " ";
in_colour = " ";
colour[0] = colour[1] = colour[2] = 0;
dataIn = myClient.readString();

}else {
in_letter = dataIn.split(" ")[0];
in_number = dataIn.split(" ")[1];
in_colour = dataIn.split(" ")[2];
if (in_letter != null && in_number != null && in_colour != null){

make_colour(int(in_colour));
fill(colour[0], colour[1], colour[2]);

// stroke(255);

noStroke();
strokeWeight(1);
rect(rectX, rectY, rectW, rectH);

fill(0, 0, 0);
textAlign(CENTER);
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textFont(fontLetters);
text(in_letter,letterX,letterY);

textFont(fontNumbers);
text(in_number,numberX,numberY);

}
}

}
}
void draw(){
my_draw();

}
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File: report_documentation.tex

Encoding: ascii

Words in text: 4998

Words in headers: 50

Words outside text (captions, etc.): 26

Number of headers: 16

Number of floats/tables/figures: 8

Number of math inlines: 1

Number of math displayed: 0

Subcounts:

text+headers+captions (#headers/#floats/#inlines/#displayed)

153+1+0 (1/0/0/0) Section: Preface

75+5+0 (1/0/0/0) Section: Coal and the hammer - 29.09

183+6+10 (1/1/0/0) Section: A Trip Down Command Lane - 06.10

819+4+9 (1/2/0/0) Section: Agents and Models - 13.10

498+3+0 (1/0/1/0) Section: Fork You! - 20.10

441+2+0 (1/0/0/0) Section: Wikileaks - 27.10

235+9+0 (1/1/0/0) Section: You Are Supposed to Read on Reading Week - 03.10

213+2+0 (1/0/0/0) Section: Comms - 10.11

370+3+2 (1/1/0/0) Subsection: Mini \emph{Maker} Faire

420+2+0 (1/0/0/0) Subsection: Art Matters

389+3+3 (1/1/0/0) Section: Endless War - 17.11

164+2+0 (1/0/0/0) Section: Arduino - 24.11

297+2+0 (1/0/0/0) Section: Gallant - 01.12

332+4+2 (1/1/0/0) Section: TED me up - 08.12

181+1+0 (1/1/0/0) Subsection: BCN

228+1+0 (1/0/0/0) Section: Conclusion
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